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WANDERER OVERVIEW
WANDERER

Wanderer is an image upload and sharing application for mobile devices that allows users to post photos and tag 
their location. Users can share the locations that they find on their adventures and see pictures from other users that 
have been to the same location. Users can reply to each other’s photos with a text or photo comment. There is a 
Location page that displays a map where users can select popular locations and see all the photos from a certain lo-
cation and an Explore page where users can explore other peoples picturess by selecting areas on a large map. 

Users take a photo or choose an image on their device to upload and share with other Wanderers. The upload page 
has basic image editing controls (saturation, definition, brightness, ect.) and di�erent filters for users to apply to their 
photos. The fitlers are limited, however, so that all of the images in the app have a similar look and feel that enhances 
the the visual aesthetic of the app. Photos can also be shared on Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr and Pinterest.

Guys and girls ages 16-24 that are involved with many forms of social media. They are adventerous, love to explore 
and want to share their travel memories with the world. For “wanderers”, the journey and the destination are equally 
important and they want to share all of their adventures on social media.

WHAT

HOW

WHO
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PROBLEM  |  SOLUTION
WANDERER

Free spirits like traveling, exploring new places and meeting new people along the way. However, 
there is no application out there that allows travelers to post their pics and meet up with other 
adventurers based on their location.

PROBLEM

Create a photo sharing application that lets wanderers post beautiful pictures from their 
adventures, see where other people are exploring and meet up with other adventure seekers 
along the way.

SOLUTION
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
WANDERER

FLICKR
https://www.flickr.com/#section-1

Flickr is the world's largest photography community. It is now available 
for mobile and tablet. Users can view billions of beautiful photos, share 
their own and connect with other users .

The new mobile camera makes it easy to take expert photos in high res-
olution. Free professional editing tools and live filters let users refine pic-
tures in real-time. Users can also record HD video to capture and share 
special moments.

It’s convenient because all of your pictures are stored in one place and 
everyone gets 1000GB of free storage, enough space for more than 
500,000 photos. No matter where you are, 
automatically sync your phone's photos to Flickr. 

You can save a lifetime of memories in one place.
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
WANDERER

INSTAGRAM
https://instagram.com/

Instagram is a fast, beautiful and fun way to share your life with friends 
and family. Take a picture or video, choose a filter to transform its look 
and feel then post to Instagram — it's that easy. You can even share to 
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and more. In a few taps, you have a beautiful 
photo to share with the world (or just your followers depending on your 
provacy settings).

Instagram has advanced photo-editing options like color balance, sharp-
ness, saturation, brightness, fade, ect. Users can like a photo, comment 
on a photo or send a direct message to someone else on Instagram.     
Based on who you follow, Instagram recommends people you might be 
interested based on your likes. 

It's a new way to see the world.



KRISTIE  |  20  

“Get in the car and let’s go on an adventure”

Kristie is a college student at the University of Colorado at Boulder. 
She’s a self-described adventure-seeker and loves the outdoors. Every 
since Kristie was a kid, she has spent as much time outside exploring as 
possible. In the winters, Kristie snowboards at Vail and Beavercreek 
where her family and friends have vacation houses. In the summers, 
she and her friends go on hiking and camping trips. For Kristie, life is a 
series of adventures. She doesn’t plan her outings; she just goes with 
the flow and enjoys living in the moment.

Capturing these adventures and memorable moments is really import-
ant to Kristie. As a college student, she uses all forms of social media.... 
Facebook, Twitter, Imstagram, ect. She has an iPhone 6 that she uses to 
take most of her pictures. She also uses a GoPro when she hikes and 
goes skiing.
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PERSONA - KRISTIE
WANDERER
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PERSONA - JOSH
WANDERER

JOSH  |  24  

“Nature is cheaper than therapy”

Josh is a small business owner of a sustainable construction company 
based out of Olathe, Kansas. He likes working with his hands and 
describes himself as an outdoorsman. Since he owns his own business 
and makes his own hours, Josh likes to take mini trips with his girlfriend 
Jess as often as possible. They are both avid photographers and Josh 
brings his Cannon Rebel camera with him on all of his trips. For Josh, 
exploring the outdoors is his idea of paradise. Whether its a quick trip 
to somewhere warm like Austin, Texas or somewhere cold like Mt. Wire, 
Utah, he loves capturing photos from their trips.
 
Josh uses Facebook to keep in touch with family and friends, and to 
share the photos he takes on his trips with Jess. He isn’t a big fan of 
Twitter or Instagram. He accesses Facebook mostly on his Samsung 
Galaxy S5, unless he is uploading his pictures from his laptop. 
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FLOWCHART
WANDERER
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Take
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edit

Choose
from photos

Login

Already 
logged in

See who has liked your
photos / locations

Search

Search by
 location

Search by
hashtag

Search by
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comment
with text

comment 
with photo

tag same 
location 
or similar 
location

like someones
photo

Explore

Click on
image

Sign In

See your
photos

post

see on page

Search by category
(ex. beach, mountains, 

dessert, ect)

ProfileFeed
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WIREFRAMES
WANDERER

First page the user comes to is their 
feed. The feed is were they see the 
most recent pics from the people that 
they follow

58AZ 6

Log in selected

Enter user name and password and hit 
“Log In” button

WANDERER

Create a New Account

LOG IN

User Name

Password

forgot your password?

Hidden menu in upper right selected

Clicking on the profile picture takes the 
user to his or her profile

Other menu options are Feed, 
Location, Explore, Search, Notifications, 
Settings and Log out at the bottom

59AZ 6

Photo sharing mobile application

Wanderer allows users to post photos and 
tag their pictures with a location. Users can 
share cool locations they find on their adven-
tures and interact with other “wanderers” 
who have explored the same locations. 
Users can comment on and reply to photos 
with a text post or another photo. 

A mix of launch pad, list, hidden menu, 
gallery and profile page layouts.

Hidden menu at top left contains basic 
application options like logout and 
view settings.

Image based content with bold and 
clean typography and definite 
hierarchy

Limited filters that create a unified feel 
for all images within the application



Based on the selected location, a page is 
built around the posts for that place. Like 
Instagram’s explore page, users can explore 
other peoples pics by selecting areas on a 
large map. 

When the user selects a place, it gets 
pin pointed on the map and the pics 
that have that location tag are called 
out

Displays images based on most 
recently uploaded

PARK CITY, UTAH
17,885 Wanderers have been here

1,859
PICS

Location icon selected

A page with a map appears. Users can 
search for photos based on location. 
They can interact with the map and 
select from pin points (popular locations) 
on the map or type a location into the 
search box

Find new places to wander
WANDER WITH ME

Search a location

OR

Explore the map

Compass icon selected in hidden 
munu in upper right corner of screen

Scroll through images of “most-liked” 
images and pics taken at locations 
that the user has been to
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WIREFRAMES
WANDERER

see where other wanderers are wandering

EXPLORE
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LAUREN EVERSON
Designer  |  Ohio

438
Posts

263
Followers

190
Following

29
Places

FOLLOW

104UT 12

105UT 12

Trekr95
Was just there last week, awesome pic!

Gail S
How long was the hike to the top? I’m
planning a trip there next month

Join the convo...

Image selected from a person’s gallery

Image appears full screen. User can see 
where the photo was taken, and how 
many likes and comments it has

User can like the photo by double 
tapping the image or clicking on the 
heart icon. When the image is liked, 
the heart outline becomes filled and 
the “like” count increases

When user selects the “comment” 
icon, the comments slide up. Users 
can add a photo or text response 

Each users profile has an image back-
ground that they can set 

Other users can follow other users by 
selecting the “Follow” button

Page shows how many posts, followers, 
people they are following and places 
they have tagged
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WIREFRAMES
WANDERER

How a user can access a profile, how an 
individual image looks when it is selected 
and how to comment on a photo.
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FINAL DESIGNS
WANDERER
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FINAL DESIGNS
WANDERER
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FINAL DESIGNS
WANDERER


